
All SmartPots

originals are branded 

with this mark

ROUSSEAU CEZANNE DALI ANTONELLO

Designed by South African artist Nicholas Smith

Reinforced with polypropylene fi bres for strength

Weatherproof coating 

Hidden seam

Now available at a reputable nursery in your area

Why choose SmartPots?

Throughout history pots have played an integral part in everyday living. Making pots was a well developed skill that was 

passed down from generation to generation, and a quality pot formed a part of every household. The SmartPots range is 

manufactured on these age-old principles - using only the best manufacturing techniques and designs ensures that the pots will 

complement and blend into their surroundings for many years to come.

Your SmartPot can easily be 

transformed into a stunning 

water feature.  Add a pond 

that complements its shape 

and you’ll have a striking 

duo, the focus of attention 

in any setting.

The pond on its own makes 

an excellent planter.

MIRO PONDFRANCESCA POND

M  -  750H x 315W 

L  -  895H x 325W

M  -  565H x 500W

L  -  675H x 605W

S  -  315H x 365W 

M  -  370H x 425W

L  -  465H x 465W

M  -  805H x 210W

L  -  995H x 275W

XL - 1285H x 645W
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BOCCIONI GOYAMICHELANGELO DA VINCI DONATELLO BOTTICELLI

M  -  430H x 325W

L  -  555H x 365W

All dimensions are in mm

M  -  400H x 400W

L  -  470H x 480W

M  -  595H x 230W

L  -  790H x 285W

M  -  455H x 160W

L  -  545H x 150W

S  -  665H x 140W

M  -  915H x 195W

M - 545H x 485W
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S - 225H x 550W

M - 225H x 800W

L - 225H x 975W

M - 220H x 755W

        



The Mark of an Artist

ABOUT NICHOLAS

“Art is about doing and not thinking too much.” (Nicholas Smith). Many talented people 

stop at the thinking process and never get to successfully completing their masterpieces.

Nicholas has a very practical and uncomplicated approach to life and art. He believes 

that art is there for everybody; “it must meet the challenges of Ubuntu”. Artists cannot 

survive without knowing and meeting the needs of people and “there is nothing more 

fulfi lling than seeing someone enjoy your creations.”

Nicholas describes his SmartPots creations as trendy, affordable and durable.  

“I designed the pots to fi t into any environment and to be in total harmony with their 

surroundings.” They can be used in an informal garden or at the entrance of a corporate 

building. People can create “a piece of paradise” in the pots or fi ll them with bamboo. 

Nicholas does not rely on complicated designs; he gets his inspiration from the perfect 

lines, shapes and complete balance of nature. Nature is the perfect teacher.

 

“I have so many plans, many of which are taking shape now, and even more ideas for 

the future. I hope that I will be able to work until my last day on earth.”  To merge 

the talent and enthusiasm of Nicholas Smith with the quality and craftmanship that is 

inherent in every SmartPot is a winning combination.

Keeping in mind that 

SmartPots may be placed 

in locations that require 

some protection, practical 

accessories are provided:

The sphere may be placed in 

any location that pleases the 

eye.  Available in 3 sizes.

POT FEET

DRIP TRAY (Medium & Large)

ORNAMENTAL BALL

The SmartPots range was photographed at the Walter Sisulu National Botanical Gardens and plants used were from Random Harvest Nursery @ the Garden
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Johannesburg   011 310 1161 • Pretoria   012 809 0471 • Nelspruit   013 758 1340 • George   044 874 2268

www.smartpots.co.za


